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ERRATA 

Page 4, Equation 9, should read: 

(9) 

Page 5, Equation 10, should read: 

Page 5, line 17, the expression for the generalized absorption 
ooeffioient, should read, 

Page 10, line 4 from the bottom, should read "the radiation 

Page 12, 

emitted by layer one is, sinoe Tp -= T, 

Equation 20, the second integral 
'11 

) ? Ibet liLT 
'dT 

should read.: 
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SUMMARY 

THE DETEmp:NATIQ.rf OF _RADIATIVE FLUXES 

DUE TO ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOUR 

The formal proble!;}. of radiative flux determination is 
developed, and it is indicated why the integration over all wave 
lengths should precede the introduction of actual atmospheric data 
into flux computation~ A technique to do this is outlined, commen- . 
cing with the evaluationof' in-0ensity transmission for incident black 
body radiation, its conversion to flux transmission, and the in
tegration over the entire spectrum. The properties of suitable 
intensity transmission functions are described. The effects of 
pressure and temperature on intensity transmission and integrated 
flux transmission are outlined • . A procedure for obtaining the trans
mission r'lf black body radiation b~T a number of layers of varying 
pressure and temperature iz next [-:resented, and applied to the basic 
problem of determination of -!iotal radiative fluxes. The relation of 
this technique to those advoca-~ed by Elsasser (1942), Robinson (1947), 
and Kaplan (1952) is presented, 'tcgether vlith brief derivations of 
the relations utilized by these nuthors. 

,lliTRODUCTION 

Classical studies of the gene:"al circulation were based on 
the energy budget of the earth and its atmosphere, involving radiative 
fluxes of solar and u~mospheric (or terrestrial) radiation at the 
surface and at the outer limit of the atmosphere. 

In recent years, lareely as a result of the influence of 
the U. of Chicago School of Thought, emphasis shifted to the purely 
dynamic aspects of the genoral circulation. The energy input driving 
this circulation cannot bo neglGcted, hO'Nevor, and at present there 
are indications of a swing of -1:.110 pendulum back to energy considerations, 
largely as a result of tho M.l.T. studi8s of meridional fluxes of 
sensible andlutent hoat Qnd of angular liIomontum. Classical estimates 
of radiative fluxes a1'0 now no longer cO:~l3idered sufficiently accurate 
for the purpose, so tha-~ thore has C0en a revived interest in radiation 
studies. Measurements of solar radiation are now very numerous; this 
is not true of long vK.'.VO r'adiation, however, so that it is nocessary 
to derivo the dosirod flillco~ from computations based largely on theory. 

THE FORiVUl.L PROBLEM OF RADIAT::'VE FJ·UX DETERMINATION -Considor a beam of radiation, of specific intensity -(z , 
incident on' a thin loyer, with vertical absorbing mass dm, at an 
angle & to the vertical (t9: zenith anglo) • 

From Beer's Law, tho decreaso in intensity due to absorption 
is given by: 

-" --- --I IA J ,~ fee· e -(£1 \ -:= __ \ tJ '1\). r,l _, 
;' /\ 

(1) 
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the effective absorbing mass for a slant path being dm sec e, and 
where kA is the absorption coefficient, a function of wave l engt h 
( ~ ), pressure (p), temperature (T), and the nature of the absorbent. 
If there are n various absorbents t he f ract ional absorption is 

-¥;,A = (k e ;?¥I ( ~A dfh l · (2) 

The radiative beam leaving dm is augmented by the emission of the 
layer. From Kirchhoff's Law, the emitted intensity is 

AJ). / G}.· j£G e;2n ('k,\ riP!)?t, :; (3) 

where E~represents the specific black-body intensity, given by 
Planck's Law as a function of).. and T only. 

In order to evaluate the total radiative flux of energy 
crossing a specific reference level ( m = 0), it is sufficient to 
consider the amount of the energy emitted by dm which is transmitted 
through m, and sum this quantity for all emitting layers to the top 
of the atmosphere. From (2), the fractional transmission is 
obtained as: _ . £' / J'I1 

e ru.. e ~ h(? ~>-. df?1 • 
Thus the energy emitted by dm, in the direction e, and in the wave 
length range from A to A+ d", and transmitted to t he level JIl=O, is 

L JIY1 

( - _ E () - ~-t e L h -i~, d t't) 
v' 1 f.. - ).. ~tc. e £. r. \..k>-.UfY \ eo)., (4) 

where the summation is over all possible absorbers - ~ater 
vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, ozone, and carbon 
monoxide. 

The above expression, (4), must now be integrated over all 
zenith angl es to convert to a flux (hemispheric radiation) using 
t he r el ation ~ 

cl f ~ :: 2 rr J c-L I Co s e .; h G d e (5) 
o ).. 

This must now be integrated over all VJQve lengths from zero to 
infinity and finally integrated in the ve~cal from the level m:O 
to the level of maximum absorbing masses (m ,say). Using (4) and 
(5), performing these opeFatio~,and simplifying, there will bo 
obtained the following relation for the total radiative flux crossing 
the level m : 0 from above: 

"0 fn I }rI 

F,: -2-/ ().! ~ J {t ,)inj /(). d~J (6) 
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Where: [\~, (X)=/ e ~/i3 (a tabulated function), 

and to represents the specific black body flux (11 E » at a level 
specified by m. 

It is clear that the integral (6) will have to be evaluated 
by numerical means and that the final integration will be over /\ • 
Now, k A for the various absorbers varies extremely rapidly a~d 
irregularly with A, so that the integral from m = 0 to m ;: m would 
have to be evaluated for some 10,000 wave lengths in order to ensure 
accuracy for the final integration. 

An alternative approach is to integrate (6) over a very 
narrow range of wave lengths, for whichfbis virtually constant, and 
later perform a summation over say 'lOO spectral intervals. In this 
case (6) becomes tYlI I /\,. D A )I -

f=-= -2. 2",>- [, tj d { j £-', (i ,,[ 4;, d n.j d ) (6.) 

Even this method would not be feasible for normal or routine use, 
so that there is a definite need for a different technique, in which 
wave length variations are taken into account in advance, and only 
an integration or summation in the vertical through the atmosphere 
is required. 

A SIMPLIFIED APPROACH TO RADIATIVE FLUX DETERMINATION 

It will be shown that the radiative flux crossing any level 
can be computed if we know the flux transmission (i • e •. ; for radiation 
over an entire hemisphore), integrated over the entire spectrum, by 
a layor of known absorbing mass, pres sure, and temperature, the 
incident radiation being black-body radiation correspondil~ to a 
fixed radiating temperature, Tt/. For the present it will be assumed 
that only a single absorber, water vapour, is present. 

,) 

Let (.1 represent the fraction of black body radiative 
intensity transmitted at zenith angle e, over a narrow spectral 
range for Hhich E ),. vClries only slightly. Let Tt represent the fraction 
of the increment of black body flux in that spectral range, 6 Fi! , 
transmitted by the layer; and let ¢ represent the fraction of the 
total black body flux, Ft., integrated ovor the entire spectrum, 
transmitted by tho layer. 

Analogous to (5): -C\ = 1.!~ ( '" x) eli- / X: (7) 

Moreover: r: 0' : ;£ -L; 6 ~b (8) 
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The operations indicated by (7) and (8) can be performed once and 
for all, since they do not depend on any particular atmospheric 
stratification, but only on fixed valuea of m, p, T and Tb • !~ere 
remains the problem of evaluating the intensity transmission, Lr , 
over a narr01iJ spectral range, as a function of absorbing mass, pressure, 
and temperature in terms of parametexsof the specific spectral rango 
being investigated. 

INTENSITY TRANSRITSSION FOR A BAND SPECTRUM 

The Quantum Theory of Radiation tells us that radiation 
is absorbed when a molecule (or atom) changes its energy state from 
one discrete value to a higher discrete value; for emission, tho 
reverse is true. The frequency of the radiation concerned, --~, , is 
rel8ted to tho energy change, E2 - EI , by the relation: 

£ '2. - - E' I := /( ,J / 
whore h is Plonck's constant. Since E can have only a 

series of specific discrete values, radiation will be emitted or 
absorbed only for discrete frequencies. Each permissible energy 
chnnge is thus proportional to a frequency, at which radiation may 
be emitted or absorbed. Tho frequency is related to the wave length 
by the relntion:)= all,. , whero 0 represents the velocity of light. 
In radiation studies it is convenient to define frequency as 1/? , 
the quantity usually reforred to as the wave number elsowhere, and 
this definition will be usod here. 

As a result of collisions between radiating molecules and 
molecules of the same or other species, emission and absorption may 
take place at frequencies slightly different from the theoretical 
frequencies. Thus a spectroscopic examination of emitted radiation 
reveals tho prosence of ro.diati ve energy ovor very narrow spectral 
intorvals, knovJn as spoctral lines, the lines themselves being distinct 
and separate when vioHed undor high resolution (or magnification). 
Theso spectral lines aro not distributed at random over the entire 
spectrum but 01'0 closely grouped together in spectral bands. 

From tho Lorentz theory of collision broadening of spectral 
linos it is possible to obtain an expression for the absorption 
coefficiont as a function of frequency (i.e. l/A) due to a single 
spectral line. This expression is: 

~ tS ~ ~'J _" _ _ I _____ _ 

1f ( -s~" '0<")2-+~ J..-

) 

whore S is the total intensity of the line, a temperature-dependent 
function relatod to the probability of the energy change producing 
the lino, ~)., is the contral frequency of the line, and 0<.. is the halt
width of tho line, so-called since ~ ,at -~' "' + c:'( is one .. half its value ~ fi , ' ~ -
at /\)v ' 
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The total absorption coefficiont, at frequoncy,} , will be 
the sum of exprossions of the form of (9), one for each line in the 
spectrum. In general l ovor a restricted interval of the 'Hater vapour 
spectrum, lines aro rather irregularly spaced and their intensitiea 
also vary greatly froe line to lino. The half-width, (>;., is sensibly 
constant, howevor, and depends only on the total pressuro. Making 
use of Beer's Law, it can be shown that the mean intensity transmission 
over a narrow spectral int erval iss ~

-~ h 

.--..J_ ,.) ., _.lx;n:f.n (-J - u,..,'):"~:x 1.- , .. J 1 / /~j -J. (10) 
L Lev{ VI 

It is not possible to integrate the above equation in the general case 
of n lines with a random distribution of frequency and intonsity. Tho 
problem does beoome manageable, however, if it is assumed that the 
actual spectrum would produce the same offect as a .chematic spectrum 
containing equi-distant lines of equal intensity. This case Vias 
solved by Elsasser (1942), who obtained 

:>C' _ ur..J.;& 

-[~ = j',/nf.. ~ ) e ~ II , ~) d/'d i (11) 

'where y = Sm/d ~"nA~ : t! /t8(Vr'L~, fJ' : :l.. 7T (?( /d, S: moan line 
intensity, d = mean line spacing 1 is Elsasserfs generalized 
absorption coefficient (21T S-/d2), and X (l-.;J) is the Bessel 
function of zero order with an imaginary argument (a tabulated 
function). From data of quantum mechanics, Sand d can be evaluated 
fer~a series of spoctral intervals, containing say 10-20 lines . 
(D v = 20 <..hl,-I ), and oJ... can be obtained from spectroscopic determinations. 
Eqn(lV can bo integrated numerically as a function of the two non
dimensional parameters - 1m and~ , and honce tabulated in advance 
of computations with any specific absorbent for any spocific spectral 
range. 

According to tho Lorentz Theory, 0\ varies linenrly with the 
total prossure . Swill bo a complox function of temp~rature onl~J 
an~ will be indep~ndent of both prossure and temperature. If /0 
an represent values at a fltandard pressure, fJ, it follows that: 

o 10 

f~ Ii) ;~" ,p,,- fJ. pi {Jo . (12) 

PROPERTIES OF INTENSITY TRANSMISSION FUNCTIONS 

by sifJple 
absorbent 

Tho intensity transmission function (11) can be approximated 
functions in two limiting cases. For very thin l.a¥ers of 
(1m small), especially for linos close together (~large): 

~ - ) '1'./:2 . 
I '"'~ {'.:; " -""'/ "-I - -::::. - (13) 
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Thus for very small absorbing masses, the absorption (I~~(I ) is 
approximately proportional to the absorbing mass, acting in the 
same manner as the simple Beer's Law exponential function. 

For very thick layers of absorbent (1m large), especially 
for lines far apart (~small): ~ y 

/'C
I 

:; I - ,~ (.fh\_I .!.- ) :2- J (14) 

where t ()(...), the error function is: 1i ("J ... ).,. 2 Tj--t £ I.e .)ldx. 
It may be noted that Elsasser (1942) used (14) instead of 

(11) on his Radiation Chart, with 6 semi-empirioal correction for 
very small 1m to obtain better agreement with (13). 

For small values of (1m), (14) becomes, approximately 

---Li ~ 1-(2. ~/rr) fI~ (15) 

This predicts, for thin layers, an absorption varying with the 
square root of the absorbing mass. This behaviour would only be 
experienced to a very limited degree in practice, since the error
function relation itself is only valid for moderately thin layers 
if ~ is very small. In those portions of the water vapour spectrum 
wi\h lines far apart, the lines themsolves are generally exceedingly 
liJoak, so that the major contribution to the absorption coefficient 
at a given frequoncy comes from distant strong lines. 

At extreme band vJings, or between bands, the above oon
ditions apply, and the absorption coefficient varies slowly with 
frequency. This gives essentially a continuous, but weak, absorption, 
with an effective nbsorption coefficient over a narrow spectral range 
given ~rom (9) SIS: '2-.f _ I 

1< = (J( / rr) :2- VI S,,/ (t .- - ' , j h );;; 7\).~ P 1110:; (16) 

since tK is of the order of 0.1 (Ny'I - / and (J - -0 h) for the stronger 
lines is of the order of 100 cm-!. The transmission, from Beer's 
Law, will be /' --,-J , - I<. fY\.. 

L r ::: e (17) 

Equations (11) and (17) can noVJ be used to obtain 1:f- (using (7)), and 
t6 (using (8)). The resulting integrated flux transmission¢ , 
applicable to the entire spectrum, will depend on the absorbing mass, 
pressure, and temperature of a layer, as well as on the radiating 
temperature of tho black-body radiation incident on tho layer. This 
latter dependancy arises bocause a warmer radiating black-body emits 
a greater percentage of its radiation at the shorter wave' lengths. 
Values of / ~ obtained in the above manner, have been tabulated by 
God~ (1952). 



EFFECT OF PRESSURE UPON TRANSMISSION CF RADIATION 

It would be very convenient if techniques could be 
developed to reduce t re number of variables involved in the deter
mination of radiative fluxes. One possibility is to adjust the 
absorbing mass in a layer to a value which, at a standard pressure 
and temperature, would give the same transmission as the actual 
layer. In the past the temperature effect on absorption has been 
generally neglected, and the pressure effect taken care of in the 
above manner. In terms of the integrated flux transmission this 
is equivalent to setting: ,/..' ) 

¢ (j;''-'; p 1; -r; ) :::: ct (")I\O ) -po ~;; --;;) ~ 
and assuming that (mo 1m) is a function only off' but not of 

or T. ' 

In order to investigate the pressure effect on ~ , i t will 
be advantageous to consider its effect on (]; J and to assume that 
an appropriate form for (mo/~) is (p/f.., )n , whor e n is a pressure .. 
correction exponent. For thin absorbi~ layers , especially f or 
lines close together, from (12) and (13), 

-h/~ -/om ~ -fotn<-J/~o 
~ ~ e.. :::: e 'Ir-~ i~ e.- / , 

Thus m = mo and n is zero, absorption being independent of pressure. 
vVhen the lines are sufficiently broad (relative to their displacement) 
to give a continuous type of absorption, further increases of pressure 
have no effect, a well-knovm result in spectroscopy. 

For deep absorbing layers , especially for lines far apart, 
from (12) and (14), ~ ~ 

Cr. '~ / - f;(ln1;;')~'~ /-l(~' lhpAro) ~ /- p(1o !n ol2-) ~ 
In t his case , mo = mp leo and n i s unity, indicating a linear pressure 
cor re ct i on to absorb~ng mass . 

For any absorbing layer, in spectral regions at extreme 
band 'wings or betweon bands, from (16) and (17), 

,.,-..- n - I< }Yi. - II? 0 hV;J/to _ -k 0 In.. 0 

L-l ~ ~ :::- e~ ::= C 
In this case as well, mo. m p Iro and n is again unity. 

Near band centres, the appropriate pressure correction 
wries vlith transmission , pressure and the ratio of half-width to line 
spacing (i.0 ., wi thA.. ). The pressure-correction exponent, n varies 
from zer o (very thin layers) to unity (very thick layers). For the 
same 2I nnd,4 ) 1V increases as pdecreases; for the same ?;; and 0, 
n inc~eases rapidl y as~ decreases. - # 

I~~ 
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Some ten years ago, it was considered that a square-root 
pressure correction was generally valid for all spectral regions, all 
pressures, and all absorbing masses, i.e., that IIlo = m (P/fo )1.J- This 
was based chiefly on the work of Elsasser (1942), and has been 
followed by many authors since that time. Recently, however, it has 
been realized that a square-root pressure correction is approximately 
true only for a very limited range of transmissions or absorbing 
masses; this has been clearly demonstrated by Cowling (1950) and 
Kaplan (1952). Elsasser based his conclusions on laboratory experi
ments with very short path lengths. Even when such measurements 
apply to the entire spectrum, tho short path lengths ensure that 
approciable absorption takas place only near band centres, a region 
where n increases gradually from zero to unity, with an average value 
of the order of 0.5 for the path lengths studied. For the much 

deeper layers of the atmosphore, especially ·when spectral regions 
distant from band oentres are considered, the appropriate value or 
n is very close to unity. 

This can be illustrated by a study of tho transmission of 
3000 K black-body radiation by atmospheric layers at 3000K and 
preSsures of 1.0 and 0.5 atmospheres. The thickness of the lalors 
concerned can be visualized by assuming a mixing ratio of 9.8 gm(kgm 
(corresponding to a· dey) point near 60Off) , and evaluating the pressure 
thickness of the equivalent layer (mo, gm/cm2 ) in mb. A thickness 
of 1 mb corresponds roughly to a depth of 10 m or 30 ft. The value 
of n is strictly valid only at 0.5 atmospheres, but does not vary 
groatly lifith pressure. 

TABLE I. PRESSURE-CORRECTION EXPONENT, AS A FUNCTION OF rna 

<;.6 (%) 
mo·{gm/om2 ) 
bp' (mb) 

n 

96.8 
0.0001 
0.01 
0.425 

94.9 
0.0002 
0.02 
0.59 

91.3 
0.0005 
0.05 
0.735 

87.8 
0.001 
0.1 
0.80 

78.0 
0.005 
0.5 
0.875 

69.5 
0.02 
2.0 
0.945 

58.2 
0.1 

10.0 
0.985 

It can bo seon th~t a square-root pressure correction 
(n = 0.5) is ou+y appropriato to the very thin layers customarily 
studied in the laboratory. For atmospheric layers exceeding a few 
mb in depth, a lineer pressure correction is highly accurate • 

.. 
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EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE UPON TRANSMISSION OF RADIATION. 

TABLE II. INTEGRATED FLUX TRANSMISSION, 1 (expressed as a percentage), 
at 1 atm pressure. 

m 'l'b(OK): 
(gm/om2 ). T (,oK): 

0.0001 
0.001 
0.01 
0.1 
1.0 
10.0 

220 

95.9 
84.9 
69.0 
51.6 
22.2 
0.5 

220 

300 

95.3 
82.6 
64.8 
47.6 
20.1 
0.5 

300 

220 300 

97.1 96.8 
89.3 87.8 
76.7 73.7 
61.5 58.2 
30.5 28.5 
1.3 1.3 

---------- ---------_._--------- ---
As the temperature of the absorbent increases, the popu

lation of the higher energy levels increases relative to that of the 
lower energy levels. Thus the intensities of the weakest lines 
increase with temperature while those of the strongest lines decrease. 
Absorption thus increases with temperature at band wings, decreases 
slightly at band centres, and is approximately constant between bands. 
As the above table sho'ws, these effects produce little change in 
transmission for very thin layers (band centre absorption only) or 
for very thick layers (incomplete absorption between bands only), 
but produce a marked decrease in transmission for intermediate 
rangos of transmission as the absorbent temperature increases, the 
black-body radiating temperature remaining constant. 

Tho effect of increase of black-body radiating temperature 
on the integrated flux transmission is in the opposite sense to that 
of increase of absorbent temperature, and is numerically more 
significant over the entire transmission range. As the radiating 
temperature increases, the wave length of maximum intensity decreases, 
and a greater percentage of the energy is distributed over regions 
of weak absorption. This r esults in an increased transmission, as 
oan be seen from the above table. 

MULTIPLE-LAYER TRANSMISSION 

If absorbing masses of thin layers could be individually 
corrected for pressure and temperature, all layers from the reference 
level to an emitting layer could be considered as a single unit for 
the computation of the transmission of the emitted radiation, with a 
corrected absorbing moss equal to the sum of the individual corrected 
absorbing masses. Unique corrections to a standard pressure and 
temp~rature arJ not possible, howevor. For example, a very thin layer 
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adjacent to the emitting layer should receive no pressure correction, 
while a layer near the reference level should receive a linear 
pressure correction. It is still possible, however, to adjust the 
ab sorbing mass in one layer to the conditions in an adjacent layer, 
and then amalgamate the two layers into a single layer. 

Consider the simple case of transmission of black-body 
radiation, emitted at Tb , through two layers - llll at PI' and Tl' 
and m2 at P2 and T2' It is possible to find an absorbing mass 
m2' at P2 and T2 which would have the same transmission as ml at ~ 
and TV i.e., . . ...-- - ,-/. / / ...-r-~) 

(t' ('/1"..I/ ) A ) 1/ .; 1; -:=:: y/ ('J;VL.v ) f ;2.. ) / 1" ; ! b 
The net transmission should be near l y the same as for (m2 + m2l) 
at P2 and T2, or for (ml t mI l) at PI and TI' wher e m~lis defined 

by . ~ /) r~ I y ¢ (ml I P~ ) /-y j Ib ~ ~()rlf J-p!.1 I ) -r;) 
A detailed analysis of the problem shows that the net transmission 
is given, with sufficient accuracy, by the average of these two 
empirically determined net transmissions. Hence 

2 ¢ -; ¢ ( m ( r m / I ft I ;;: 1i)+ ¢ ( tn 1- f- /11: ) IZ )/" ; Ii). 
This technique can bo extended tooover any number of layers, by 
proceoding through the assembly of layers in two directions. 

DETERMINATION OF TOTAL RADIATIVE FLU'A: ACROSS ANY LEVEL 

Consider the net d01:-m~7ard radiative flu."C at some level in 
the atmosphere above \Jhich there may be considered to be three layers, 
numbered consecutively dovmwards. The net downward flux at the 
referonce l evel is thus the sum of the radiation emitted by layer 
one and transmitted through layers two and three, plus the radiation 
omitted by layer two and transmitted through layer three, plus the 
radiation emitted by layer throe. 

From Kirchhoff I s Lm! and the Stefan-Boltzmann Law 
tho radiation omitted by layer one ,since Tb = TI' 

crT~G - ¢( IYI() -p; )/'; I, )]. 
The fraction of this radiation transmitted through layers two and 
three cannot bo determined diroctly since the integrated flux 
transmission functions apply only to incident black-body radiation. 
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Howover, tho t"m quantities in the above expression can be trans
mitted seporately, since ~7,tf is blnck-body rodiation and the 
second term represonts the amount of black-body r~iation transmitted 
through layer 1, which my be written as '\:lit q. (/J (l;Tl). Thus 
the radiation from loyor one reaching the reference level is: 

r ~ cJ [¢ ( 2 -1- 3 J ~ ) - ~ (11- ~ f 3 ) T, ) J ' 
The multiple-layer transmissions in the above expression will be 
found by the method of the last section. In a similar manner, the 
radiation emitted by layer two, and transmitted through layer three, 
is: 

Using the above technique, the total radiative flux crossing 
any reference level from above or below can be determined, provided 
that a large number of integrated flux transmission graphs are avail
able for a series of values of p, T and Tb • 

If the emitting layer is considered as infinitesimally thin, 
the element of flux emitted and subsequently 'transmitted to the 
reference level will be 

dF = ~ [j;( m j Ip) --¢ (In +drrr j Ji')] 
or, elF: C ('?J ¢ ( r/1) I~J --r; 1:.) 1 CL h1 (18) 

-16 -- ), 
, j "':) 10, 1b 

The multi-layer transmission, (p , mmnot be expressed in terms of 
the voriation of m, p, and T through the layer, so that tho abovo 
derivative cannot be evaluated analytically. 

For a grnphic21 solution of (18), it is necessary to 
reduce the four independent variables to two. This Elsasser (1942) 
did by neglecting the effoct of obsorbont tempcr2ture on transmission 
end by adopting a squnro-root pressure corroction to tho absorbing 
mass. A ctun lly , f'. linear pressure corro etion would have been more 
appropriato, on tho average. Kaplan (1952) suggested that, if Elsasser's 
Rodiation Chart is to bo usod, the absorbing mass is best adjusted 
by multiplicotion by 0.4 (p/IOOO) , tho factor 0.4 arising since 
Elsasser usod too largo a valuo for the half-width. Adopting a linoor 
pressure corroction, the pressure er:cor is less significant than the 
tomperaturo error orising from the neglect of the effect of absorbent 
temperatura. This is illustrated by the integrated flux transmission 
data of the following toble. 
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TABLE III. INTEGRATED FLUX TRANSIVIISS: ON, ,t) 1 EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE. 

T\ (OK): 300 300 300 300 300 300 .300 
mp/p T' (OK): 300 300 260 260 260 220 220 

0 
(gm/cm2) p (atm) : 1.0 0.5 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.5 0.1 
-.-------- ----.-.. ~ 
0.001 87.8 87.1 88 .. 8 88.0 87.6 88.6 88.2 
0.01 73.7 73.3 75.3 74.8 74.7 76.2 76.0 
0.1 58.2 58.1 60.0 59.9 59.9 61.4 61.3 
0.5 39.7 39.7 4]..8 41.7 41.7 42.4 42.3 
2.0 16.5 16.5 18.1 18.1 18.1 17.8 17.8 

With Elsasser's assumptions, temperature only enters as the 
black-body temperature, 'Ib , determining both Fb and /' ( WI j 16 ) ; it 
will henceforth be denoted simply by T. The total flux is thus 

tn' ~ 
F :: -/I-b ~-- Clh'\ ) (19) 

o urr: 
where m' represents the total absorbi~ mass above the reference 
level corresponding to a temperature T in the stratosphere, and 
where m • 0 at the reference level with temperature To. Since¢is 
a function of m and T, (19) can be written as: 

f~ dcP·1 fh~ 'Jep JT I 
F = -)' /- ,-- (/I ht + /- _:.;,- - C 1?1 

b Clm . b 2>7 cihl 
o 0 

Integrating tho first integral by parts, there is obtained: 
/'n I _I' -:II , T' 

F = -[eb CPJ -I- / ¢ c;{ F6 d -rtF; J-P- cf. T 
o -ro -rc dT u 1 

o 
Sinco Fb is a direct function only of T, the last two integrals oan 
be combinod, and tho total radiative flux oan be written as: 

F = J("' 0 F1 ~J[r.JT~)/i r) cf l-rl;?;! ¢ ),PT (20) 
o 7) T / () r 7 { (/ T / 

/1r-:.o -"Iv -7' J'lr-=rr, I 

Since the first and last integrals are to be evaluated at a constant m, 
and since Fb : 0 for T - 0 , they have the valuos Fb (To) cP ( 0.)10 ) 
and --- Fb (Tl) y6 (mr, T'), respectively. The second iritegral is 
to be evaluated at constant m, but this m value varies with T from 
o at To to m' at T I. Eqn (20) is the relati on on \'lhich 'Elsasser '"' __ 
basod his radiation chart, his function Q ( 171",/) being SimplyZ)Gvb}...I /..) 
although he obtainod values of Q without directly evaluating ¥& first. 
The flux in (20) is clearly an area on Q diagram with coordinatos T 
and -:)fb cJj{)/. Elsasser's final diagram is obtained by an Gqual area 
transform8.tion, setting x= - c..1 l.and y= Q/1 ~\ r; wher a. is an arbitrary 
constant. 
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Elsasser I s chart was basod chiefly on thooretical deter
minations of water vapour line intensities and frequencies. An 
alternative approach, based on laboratory and atmospheric radiation 
mcasurements, is dUG to Robinson (1947). Robinson also adopted a 
square-root pressuro correction but assumed that f? VIas a function 
only of absorbing mass. Ho argued that the effects of T and Tb on 
absorption act in opposite directions, so thet the emissivity of a 
layer (as a fro.ction of Fb) should vary only slightly with temperature. 
This compensation strictly applie~ only to the emitting layer adjaoent 
to the refer once lovel. Robinson s chart, the Kew Radiation Chart, 
;ms designed dspecially for application to surface radiative fluxos, 
so that tho first layer will in general contribute morc than 50% of 
the radiation reaching the ground, and the neglect of the temperature 
variability of the emissivity will be the chief temperature error. 
These considerations are illustratcd by the d2.ta of Table IV; an· 
QPpro~riatc value for tho rn of thc first layer might be 0.1 - 0.5 
gm/cm • 

TABLE IV. EMISSIVITY, AS A PF.RCENTAGE OF Fb, FOR A PRESSURE OF ONE 
AT~iiOSPHERE • 

T : Tb (OK) 
.300 
260 
220 

m(gm/cm2): 0.05 
.36.4 
37.8 
4205 

0.5 
60.3 
61.9 
67.3 

1.0 
71.5 
72.9 
77.8 

For layers above the first layer, the effects of temperature 
on both emission .Jnd trc:nsmission must be considered. Hero the 
assumption 0 = r.p (m), only, will give rise to morc serious errors, 
but their effect on the total flux will be loss than the assumption 
of an emissivit¥ independent of temperature. With Robinson1s 
assumptions (19) bocomes, simply, I'll -~ i'r/ 

F = -J-F;; J¢(~/1)' 
This integral is cloarly an orca on the diagram with coordinates 
(- c---r L/) and ¢ (m) (The KoYJ Radiation Chart). If tables of Fb (T) 
nnd¢(m) are available, the flux oan be determinod rapidly by a 
numerical intogration, sununing up - Fb 6 {iJ (m) for a sories of 
layors. Since Robinson usod atmospheric radiation measurements 
for his ¢ values, and reduced his absorbing masses, determined from 
radiosonde flights, by a square-root pressuro correction, it would 
be necessary to maintain this pressure trentment, even though in
correct, until a revised set ofn? values, based on a linear pressure 
correction, is availablo. j ' 
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Mention should be made here of a recent paper by Kaplan 
(1952), in which he outlines a technique for flux determination 
that adequately takes into account the effects of pressure and 
temperature. Kaplan adopts Robinson's (1947) empirical relation 
between intensity and flux, namely that the radiative flux from a 
layer m is approximately the same as the radiative intensity from 
a column of 1.66 m. Thus (6) becomes, for a single absorber, 

F: lOj~~ d LUp{-I,bbJ~) dhJ} 1. (:u) 
(.) () 0 (j 

Kaplan now replaces dm, for water vapour, by qdp/ g, where q is the 
spectfic humidity and g the acceleration due to gravity, and uses 
for~A a relation obtained by Elsasser (1942) on the assumption of 
equi~spaced lines of equal intensity, S. The bracketed function is 
found to depend on qS, the mean value for the layer of the product 
of specific humidity and line intensity, and on the values of~ 
(Le. of ~ Tro</d) at the top and bottom of the layer, Le. at p and 
Po' where Po represents now the pressure at the reference level. In 
a spectral range for which S varies rapidly with temperature l it 
might be necessary to integrate from Po to p in several steps, since 
q also may vary rapidly in the vertical. The bracketed expression 
can novi be integrated, i.e. averaged, over a single mean line, for 
which E~. i~ eSjfentially constant. If this latter integrEll is denoted 
by \.~) (q8,.8C) ,fj) and if E,\./~).is replaced bYc.Ft)/71(a function of 
the spect!'al region considered and of the temperature at level p), 

(21) con be \:i:te~ ;s_~ !~ ~ d ~('6 s ,(80, ~ ). (22) 

fd 
In the general case the summation will have to be performed 

over a large number of spectral intervals, perhaps 50 ~ 100 for 
accuracy. This involves, hovJever, the introduction of atmospheric 
sounding data into the problem prior to the summation over all wave 
lengths, and still leaves a numerical integration in the vertica~ 
to sum up the transmitted emission from all layers above the reference 
level. The chief advantage of Kaplan's technique is that the pressure 
and temperature effects are accurately incorporated into the evaluation, 
provided that \f, a deep-layor intensity transmission, which must be 
determined to a number of levels above Po, is obtained from a series 
of layers, for each of which qg is computed separately. 

The technique suggested in the present papcr involves no 
more labour, over tho entire spectrum, than Kaplan's method for a 
single spectral interval. If tho transmissions, ¢ , could be obtained 
acourately, tho only source of error is the multiple-layer integrated 
flux transmission technique. Checks on such computations suggest 
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that the maximum error in total radiative flux, from this cause, 
would be generally less than 0.1 percent. It will be some time 
before single-layer tronsmission data are available .with better 
than this accuracy. 
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